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Introducing Hello, World, an exciting new board book series that pairs early learning concepts with

colorful, stylish illustrations of cities around the world. Paris is a treasure trove of fascinating shapes:

there are triangles at the Louvre Museum, rectangles at Notre-Dame Cathedral, arches at the Arc

de Triomphe, and stars in a beautiful Parisian night sky. Explore shapes all over Paris in this

gorgeous board book!
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I bought this board book for my sister who is pregnant and decided to add another of the "Hello,

World" series, after seeing how cute this one is.The illustrations are absolutely adorable - it's not

often that you find such beautiful stylized art in a children's book.The only thing is, the parent reader

will need to brush up on a few French words (patisserie, Louve, etc) before attempting to read this

out loud to their child ;)The physical quality of the book is great, too - the board pages are thick and

high quality.

These books are amazing. There are plenty of books about colors/shapes and plenty of books

about Paris/New York, but this series highlights features of each city that you may not know unless



you've visited and experienced it! The illustrations are super creative ways to teach your little one

the baby basics. My little one absolutely loves going through the pictures with me, and I love

reiniscog through memories from some of my favorite cities! Paris is a really lovely book in the

seriesâ€”charming like the city itself.

Such fun to read to my toddler! I bought the whole series. He is at just the perfect age to learn his

colors and numbers. Soon he'll be ready for shapes and opposites. So glad I bought these books. I

highly recommend them.

I am so very pleased with this book for little people about shapes and about Paris, too. It is terrific

and our little fellow has enjoyed looking it over and over again. The illustrations are really nice and

this is an excellent teaching too that is fun. Good stuff. Keep it up.

We LOVE these books! The entire Hello World series is must-have for any child's library! Each book

is full of eye-catching, beautiful illustrations, and unforgettable lessons to educate your little one.

Who says a toddler shouldn't be able to identify some of the world's most iconic structures, all while

being taught fundamental basics of shapes, numbers, etc.? These books are sure to be a timeless

success in the world of children's books.

I bought this gift for a child's first birthday and let me just say it's more than what I expected. Its the

perfect size for small hands, had wonderful artwork and colors, and is great for a child to look at on

their own or have a parent read to them.

I am lucky that my son loves books, but after reading the words moo baa laa 900 times, sometimes

your mind drifts off to Paris. Then to my surprise I found these amazing children's books that could

teach my son while reminding me of the good old European days (pre children). This book is bright

and colorful and shows all the landmarks of Paris while incorporating shapes. I recommend the

whole collection!

It's nice that you can teach shapes and have them learn about local monuments, but this whole

'Hello World' series just seems...lacking... leaving something to be desired. There's just not enough

content and they're too short. The pictures and colors are pretty and eye-catching, but have you

ever read a book that's like three words and then over? That's what these feel like. There's board



books like, Baby bear sees blue and The little house, that just feel more substantial and are actually

cheaper. I don't know. Maybe I'm just cheap. Or maybe this book shouldn't be $8.
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